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OVERVIEW

• What does this qualification cover?

This qualification provides an introduction to the warehousing and storage and the opportunity to develop a broad range of understanding of roles within the industry. It covers the following:

• Health and safety in the workplace
• Cleanliness of equipment in logistics operations
• Required stock levels in a logistics environment
• Wrapping and packing goods in a logistics environment
• Equipment for moving goods in logistics facilities
• Receiving goods in a logistics environment
• Recycling or disposal of good and materials

This is a Framework qualification.

• Who could take this qualification?

This qualification is suitable for learners of all ages looking gain a broad understanding of the warehousing and storage industry. The Certificate in Warehousing and Storage allows learners to gain more role-specific knowledge from a wider range of units than the Award. It is particularly relevant to those learners with a clear idea of where they aim to progress to in further learning and ultimately their job roles. It is suitable for adult returnees or those undergoing a career change.

WHAT COULD THIS QUALIFICATION LEAD TO?

This qualification could lead to a wide range of warehousing jobs, including:

• Warehouse operative
• Warehouse supervisor
• Fork lift truck supervisor
• Stock control assistant
• Removals operative
• Management.
The learner could progress onto a Warehousing and Storage apprenticeship at Level 2 or 3 or other qualifications such as:

- Level 2 Certificate in Warehousing and Storage
- Level 3 Diploma in Warehousing and Storage
- Level 2 and Level 3 Certificates in Logistics Operations Management
- Level 2 Award in Fork Lift Truck (Counterbalance) Operations

WHO SUPPORTS THIS QUALIFICATION?

This qualification is supported by:

Northamptonshire College
Pilot IMS Limited
Regional Training Partners.